14-Piece Cutlery Set
Instruction Manual
Styled for Life
Designed & Engineered in New York City
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Getting To Know Your 14-Piece Cutlery Set
Product may vary slightly from illustration

1.

8" Chef Knife

6. 4.5" Steak Knife (x6)

2. 8" Bread Knife

7. Kitchen Shears

3. 7" Santoku Knife

8. 8" Sharpener

4. 5" Utility Knife

9. Block with C
 opper A
 ccents

5. 4" Paring Knife

Safety:
1. CRUX knives are very sharp and must be handled at all times with extreme care
2. Keep knives out of reach of children
3. Only hold knives by the handle
4. Always pass a knife to another person handle first
5. Never try to catch a falling knife
6. Never cover a knife with a towel or other object
7. Never run fingers over the blade of a knife
8. Always cut foods on a flat and sturdy surface with use of a cutting board

Cleaning & Storage:
1. Knives should be hand-washed only
2. Use mild detergent and warm water to carefully wash knives
3. Carefully dry knives completely before putting them away
4. Always store knives blade down in the designated knife block

Sharpening Steel Instructions:
STEP 1: In your non-dominant hand, hold the sharpening steel vertically
by the handle an arm’s length away. The tip of the steel should rest against
a sturdy surface such as a cutting board.
STEP 2: In your dominant hand, hold your straight edge knife by its handle
and position the blade of the knife at a 20 degree angle to the steel.
STEP 3: Applying light pressure, slide the knife from heel to tip down
the steel about 5 times. Repeat on the other side of the blade.
Serrated knives should not be used on the sharpening steel.

Always use extreme caution while sharpening knives
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Thank You for choosing
We hope your new CRUX cutlery set
will add sleek elegance to your kitchen

For customer service questions or comments
1-866-832-4843
For Recipes and Cooking tips
cruxkitchen.com
cruxkitchen
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